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McCormick Foundation Civics Program
First Amendment Seminar Series

First Amendment 101

The first installment, First Amendment 101, took place on Saturday, January 22, 2011. Attendees examined First 

Amendment Supreme Court precedents, with specific focus on students‘ more constrained freedoms when they enter 

the schoolhouse gate. All were treated to a dynamic discussion by panel members Randy Swikle (Illinois Journalism 

Education Association), Patrick Geahan (FBI), Ed Yohnka (ACLU) and Terri Hanrahan (Glenbard South High School 

Principal). Teacher Advisory Council members Erica Bray-Parker and Sharon Smogor shared lesson plans and Neelam 

J. Noorani shared resources available through the Freedom Express, the Civics Program‘s First Amendment mobile 

museum. 



McCormick Foundation Civics Program
First Amendment Seminar Series

Freedom for All

We presented a follow-up, one-day seminar, Freedom for All,  on Saturday, February 5, 2011 focusing on the lives of 

individuals representing groups historically excluded from the realization of the freedoms embedded in America‘s 

founding documents. We explored one example of these individuals, the story of Barbara Johns, a 17-year old student 

whose actions contributed to the Brown v. Board of Education (1954) Supreme Court ruling that ended legal 

segregation. Dr. Fannie Rushing, Professor of History at Benedictine University, Elizabeth S. Todd-Breland, Ph.D., 

Mellon/ACLS Postdoctoral Fellow, Alice Kaplan Institute for the Humanities at Northwestern University and student 

alumni from Civics Program grantee Mikva Challenge helped make historical and contemporary connections to Chicago. 

Teacher Advisory Council member Kyle Hickman demonstrated an interactive lesson plan on ―Using First Amendment 

Rights to Further Equality and Freedom‖ and attendees used the artifact reproductions found in Discovery Trunks to 

connect other individuals, including Sequoyah, Frederick Douglass, Alice Paul and Mary Tsukamoto, to the seminar 

theme. 



McCormick Foundation Civics Program
First Amendment Seminar Series

The Struggle Continues

This third seminar explores the ongoing struggle for freedom in America, focusing on the use of First Amendment 

freedoms in the context of contemporary rights struggles. Attendees will explore how the First Amendment supports 

deliberation in the classroom, within the broader context of engaging students with current and controversial issues. All 

will receive lesson plans on three contemporary rights struggles: immigration, gun rights, and gay rights, and also 

explore the use of Freedom in the News, an online news aggregation site designed to contribute to information literacy 

among students and to structure their engagement with current and controversial issues.

Learning Objectives

…gain understanding about using discussion around current and controversial issues in the classroom.

… gain insight into how to integrate Civics Program resources into the curriculum, specifically Freedom in the 

News.

…gain insight into how to integrate featured Civics Program partner and grantee resources into the curriculum.



McCormick Foundation Civics Program
First Amendment Seminar Series – IL Learning Standards

1.C.  Comprehend a broad range of reading materials.

4.A.  Listen effectively in formal and informal situations.

5.A.  Locate, organize, and use information from various sources to answer questions, solve problems and 
communicate ideas.

5.B.  Analyze and evaluate information acquired from various sources.

14. A. Understand and explain basic principles of the United States government.

14.C.   Understand election processes and responsibilities of citizens.

14.D.  Understand the roles and influences of individuals and interest groups in the political systems of Illinois, the 
United States and other nations.

14.F.   Understand the development of United States political ideas and traditions.

16.A. Apply the skills of historical analysis and interpretation.

16.B.  Understand the development of significant political events.

18.B.  Understand the roles and interactions of individuals and groups in society.

SEL 2.A:  Recognize the feelings and perspectives of others.

SEL 2.B: Recognize individual and group similarities and differences.

SEL 2.C: Use communication and social skills to interact effectively with others. 



Exhibits relating to The Struggle Continues 



The Struggle Continues
Morning Agenda

8:30 – 9:00 Registration/Continental Breakfast

9:00 – 9:15 Welcome and Introduction

9:15 – 10:30 Teaching with Controversy

Shawn Healy, Resident Scholar

10:30 – 10:45 Break

10:45 – 12:00 Teaching with Controversy Panel

Jill Bass, Mikva Challenge

Adam Davis, Project on Civic Reflection

Dee Runaas, Constitutional Rights Foundation Chicago
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The Struggle Continues
Afternoon Agenda

12:00 – 12:30 Lunch

12:30 – 1:00 Freedom in the News

Jamie Loo, Online Resources Producer

1:00 – 2:15 Lesson Plan Demonstrations

Mary Ellen Daneels & Hayley Lotspeich, TAC

2:15 – 2:45 Small Group Work

2:45 – 3:00 Concluding Remarks/Evaluation

3:00 Seminar Concludes
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Introductions
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Teaching with Controversy

Shawn Healy
Resident Scholar and Director of Professional Development



Overview: Teaching with 
Controversy

1. Our civic health

2. Promising approaches to citizen development

3. Teaching with controversy

-Empirical grounding

-Pedagogical and practical issues

-Principles for policy

4. From pedagogy to practice

-Gay rights

-Gun rights

-Immigration



Our Civic Health: The Chicago and 
Illinois Civic Health Indices



Our Civic Health: Chicagoland 
Defined



Measures of Civic Health: Civic 
engagement and social capital

● Civic engagement:

1. Voting

2. Volunteering

3. Working with neighbors to fix a problem in the 

community

4. Expression of political voice

5. Financial contributions to community 

organizations

● Social capital:

1. Group membership

2. Private sociability

3. Discussion of current events and access to 

information



Civic Engagement: Voting (Illinois)



Civic Engagement: Voting (Chicago)

● Voter turnout actually declined from 2004 to 2008 

(65.5% to 62.1), and where we once outpaced 

national turnout, we lagged behind the rest of the 

state and nation (62.6% and 63.6)

-City residents voted more frequently than 

suburbanites

-Less than half of Millennials voted (49.9%)

● Voter turnout among registered voters exceeded 

national average at 90%



Civic Engagement: Non-Political 
Participation (Chicago)



Civic Engagement: Volunteering 
(Illinois)



Civic Engagement: Volunteering 
(Chicago)

● Chicago’s volunteer rate ranks 38th among the 51 

largest cities in the country

● Chicago volunteers averaged 28 hours per resident 

annually, ranking 45th of 51



Social Capital: Group Membership 
(Chicago)



Social Capital: Forms of Group 
Participation (Chicago)
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Social Capital: Connectedness (IL)



Social Capital: Connectedness 
(Chicago)



Social Capital: Discuss Politics (IL)



Social Capital: News Attentiveness 
(Chicago)



Social Capital: News Attentiveness--
Millennials (Chicago)
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Social Capital: News Attentiveness--
Millennials
“Young People and the News”

• Report prepared by Thomas Paterson of the Shorenstein Center 

on the Press (July 2007)

• Newspapers? Only 9% of teenagers read a newspaper daily, 

46% hardly ever/not at all 

• National television news? 31% of teenagers watch national TV 

news daily, 22% several times a week, and 23% once a week.  

Similar numbers for local news.

• Radio? 25% listen to radio news daily, 13% several times a 

week, and 18% once a week.

• The Internet? 20% use the internet as a news source daily, 23% 

several times a week, and 15% once weekly.  A full 32% do not 

use the internet as a news source.

• Young people watch non-news related programming and read 
magazines and books in similar numbers with older adults 
(Source: Pew Research Center Biennial News Consumption 
Survey, 2004)



Promising Approaches to Citizen 
Development: The Civic Mission of 
Schools Report

● Six promising approaches outlined by the Campaign for the Civic 

Mission of Schools:

1.  Formal instruction in US Government, history, law, and 

democracy using interactive methods and opportunities to 

apply learning to “real-life” situations.

2.  Discussion of current local, national and international

events that students view as important to their lives and

controversial political and social issues within political and 

social context.

3.  Service learning linked to the formal curriculum and

classroom instruction.

4.  Extracurricular activities that encourage greater

involvement and connection to school and community.

5.  Authentic voice in school governance.

6.  Participation in simulations of                               

government structures and processes.



Promising Approaches to Citizen 
Development: The Illinois Civic 
Blueprint

● The Civic Blueprint for Illinois High Schools is designed to give 

educators, policymakers, parents, and all residents of the state:

1.  Explanations of promising approaches to high school level 

civic education.

2.  Examples of Illinois high schools, educators, and 

students using these approaches.

3.  Recommendations for implementing these approaches 

in high schools across Illinois.

4.  Resources that support schools and communities in 

promoting the civic engagement of Illinois high school 

students.



Teaching with Controversy: 
Empirical Grounding



Teaching with Controversy: 
Empirical Grounding

Example: Everyone has a responsibility to be concerned with state 

and local issues.



Teaching with Controversy: 
Empirical Grounding

• “Deliberation and participation…do not go hand in                   

hand. Homogeneous and heterogeneous social                  

contexts serve two different, yet important, purposes in             

this regard.”  (Mutz, 2006)

• Disturbing evidence of a dearth of political discussions        

among people with dissenting views

• Schools as a transformational site to facilitate such dialogue

• “We have to get young people comfortable with conflict.  That’s 

when they’re more likely to engage politically.  If we rely just on 

families to do this, it isn’t going to happen.  Civic education has 

the potential to tap the openness of young people to arguments 

on both sides of important issues.” (Hess, 2009)



Teaching with Controversy: 
Empirical Grounding

A. How ideologically diverse are students, 

their classes, and their teachers? To 

what extent to they have coherent 

political views?

B. To what extent to students recognize 

diversity in their midst?

C. What impact do schools have on the likelihood that 

young people will develop into active, informed 

citizens?

McDevitt



Teaching with Controversy: Pedagogical 
and Practical Issues

A. What are the barriers to classroom-based controversial issues 

discussions?

i. Teaching to the test

ii. Administrative support

iii. School policy

iv. Parental pressure

B. What are some of the most effective models of teaching 

controversial issues?

i. General: ii. Specific:

a. Safe learning environment a. Concept formation

b. Teaching the tip b. Structured Academic Controversy

c. Disclosure/ non-disclosure c. Seminar

d. Structured debate

e. Object-based learning

f. Primary documents

g. Simulations

h. News literacy



Teaching with Controversy: 
Principles for Policy

A. Equity: Universal student access to 

controversial issues discussions

B. Quality: “Teachers’ prowess and the 

intellectual rigor of the materials used to 

prepare students for discussion”

C. Focus: Scaffolding throughout a students’ educational 

career in preparation for controversial issues 

discussions

D. Currency: Embrace contemporary issues alongside 

historical controversies



From Pedagogy to Practice: Gay 
Rights



From Pedagogy to Practice: Gun 
Rights



From Pedagogy to Practice: 
Immigration
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Teaching with Controversy

QUESTIONS?



Teaching with Controversy

Shawn Healy
Resident Scholar and Director of Professional Development

McCormick Foundation Civics Program
First Amendment Seminar Series
The Struggle Continues



Teacher Seminar: Redistricting

Friday, April 15, 2011 

Oak Brook
Join the McCormick Foundation Civics Program on Friday, April 

15, 2011, in Oak Brook, IL, for a daylong teacher seminar on 
legislative redistricting.  During this daylong session, 
attendees will learn about redistricting from a national and 
state perspective.  Shawn Healy, the McCormick Foundation 
Civics Program‘s resident scholar and Virginia Martinez, the 
Mexican Legal and Education Fund staff attorney will deliver 
content lectures in the morning.  The afternoon will be 
devoted to a related lesson plan demonstration and Jocina 
Morita, executive director of The United Congress of 
Community and Religious Organizations will lead a mapping 
exercise that can be directly applied in the classroom.  
Registration now open!

Upcoming Professional Development



Teaching with Controversy

Monday, June 20, 2011 – Thursday, June 23, 2011

Oak Brook
The McCormick Foundation Civics Program will present 

―Teaching with Controversy,‖ a four-day exploration of one of 
the six pillars of the Illinois Civic Mission Coalition‘s 
Democracy Schools Initiative, ―Structured Engagement with 
Current and Controversial Issues.‖ Participants will learn from 
experts in the field, partake in related lesson plan 
demonstrations, and develop materials and pedagogical 
guidance for immediate use in secondary classrooms.  
Registration to open in March.

Upcoming Professional Development



First Amendment Summer Institute

July 2011; Dates TBD

Chicago
The McCormick Foundation Civics Program presents its third annual 

First Amendment summer Institute, a weeklong course focusing 
on the five freedoms:  religion, speech, press, assembly and 
petition.  The course will specifically focus on the five freedoms 
and their application in a school setting.  Attendees will learn from 
experts in the field, partake in related lesson plan demonstrations, 
and work in small groups to create and share lesson plans for 
classroom use.  Registration to open in March.

Upcoming Professional Development



Freedom in the News
Jamie Loo

Online Resources Producer

McCormick Foundation Civics Program
First Amendment Seminar Series
The Struggle Continues



Freedom in the News is an e-newsletter that aggregates news

stories on First Amendment issues and other freedom issues. 

Among the categories are:

What is Freedom in the News?

45

-The Five Freedoms
-Student Freedoms
-Civil rights
-Gender equity
-Immigration
-Native American rights
-Slavery
-Worker‘s rights
-Abortion and 
reproductive rights
-Crime and punishment
-Death penalty

-Disability rights

-Elections and voting
-Gay rights
-Gun rights
-Homeland Security
-Smoking rights
-Stem cell research
-Privacy rights
-Property rights
-State‘s rights
-Federal courts
-Supreme Court
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Headline examples

Stevenson High School principal will no longer preview newspaper Stevenson

High School officials, at one time accused of censoring the student newspaper,

informed a jubilant senior editor Wednesday that the principal no longer feels the

need to preview the newspaper before publication. (CT)

Second book challenged and removed in Bedford A second book has been pulled

from the Bedford High School curriculum following complaints about its sexual

content by the same parents who started the argument about ―Nickel and Dimed:

On Not Getting By In America,‖ which was removed from the high school‘s

personal finance course last month. (Nashua Telegraph)

Edmonds student suspended for going off-script Pascal knew that giving an

unapproved speech would get him disqualified as a candidate. What he didn‘t

expect was getting suspended for a day and a half. He spent that time alone in a

school conference room, punishment he called ―solitary confinement.‖ (The

Enterprise)

http://www.chicagotribune.com/news/local/ct-met-stevenson-high-school-paper-up20110216,0,5814362.story
http://www.nashuatelegraph.com/news/909268-196/second-book-challenged-and-removed-in-bedford.html
http://www.nashuatelegraph.com/news/909268-196/second-book-challenged-and-removed-in-bedford.html
http://heraldnet.com/article/20110214/ETP06/702169961/-1/NEWS01
http://heraldnet.com/article/20110214/ETP06/702169961/-1/NEWS01
http://heraldnet.com/article/20110214/ETP06/702169961/-1/NEWS01


Headline examples
Former NCAA player's suit threatens Hollywood Keller's lawsuit has also

unexpectedly ballooned into a major First Amendment challenge, prompting

Hollywood's largest movie studios and dozens of other interests — from the estates

of reggae legend Bob Marley and Nobel laureate John Steinbeck to ESPN and the

Comic Book Legal Defense Fund — to weigh in on the case. (AP)

Artwork with Confederate flag removed from Ga. exhibit A college president says she 
ordered an instructor's painting removed from a faculty art exhibit amid 
controversy about the piece, which features a Confederate flag. The flag is 
superimposed on images that include a hanged black man and a hooded Ku 
Klux Klansman, the Athens Banner-Herald reported. (AP)

Ky. governor OKs posting of God phrases in Capitol walkway A legislative chaplain 
received permission Feb. 4 to post excerpts from historical documents that 
reference God in a Capitol walkway, settling a dispute that had raised the ire of 
lawmakers and ministers. (AP)

http://www.google.com/hostednews/ap/article/ALeqM5jOnHcpnajuiBhV3GG4G8SZntwoBQ?docId=5a575ecd5f354743ab85f81be18749f7
http://www.firstamendmentcenter.org/news.aspx?id=23866
http://www.firstamendmentcenter.org/news.aspx?id=23868


Headline examples
N.Y. assemblyman introduces school-uniform bill Public school students —

elementary, middle and high school — will wear school uniforms if a measure in

the New York General Assembly becomes law. (FAC)

N.Y. school blocks teens' Bieber T-shirts A group of high school girls in New York

say their informal Justin Bieber fan club almost got them suspended because it

crossed school rules on gang attire. (UPI) 

Arizona birthright legislation stalls The march of state Senate versions of Arizona's

birthright bills stumbled when a key sponsor held up the measures to avoid a

potentially losing committee vote. (UPI)

House Democrats say Justice Thomas should recuse himself in health-care case

Seventy-four House Democrats have signed a letter to Clarence Thomas asking

the Supreme Court justice to recuse himself from any deliberations on the

constitutionality of the national health care overhaul, arguing that his wife's work as

a lobbyist creates "the appearance of a conflict of interest." (WP)

http://www.firstamendmentcenter.org/commentary.aspx?id=23864
http://www.firstamendmentcenter.org/commentary.aspx?id=23864
http://www.firstamendmentcenter.org/commentary.aspx?id=23864
http://www.upi.com/Entertainment_News/Music/2011/02/12/NY-school-blocks-teens-Bieber-T-shirts/UPI-12131297527109/
http://www.upi.com/Entertainment_News/Music/2011/02/12/NY-school-blocks-teens-Bieber-T-shirts/UPI-12131297527109/
http://www.upi.com/Entertainment_News/Music/2011/02/12/NY-school-blocks-teens-Bieber-T-shirts/UPI-12131297527109/
http://www.upi.com/Top_News/US/2011/02/08/Arizona-birthright-legislation-stalls/UPI-33211297177015/
http://voices.washingtonpost.com/44/2011/02/house-democrats-say-justice-th.html
http://voices.washingtonpost.com/44/2011/02/house-democrats-say-justice-th.html
http://voices.washingtonpost.com/44/2011/02/house-democrats-say-justice-th.html
http://voices.washingtonpost.com/44/2011/02/house-democrats-say-justice-th.html
http://voices.washingtonpost.com/44/2011/02/house-democrats-say-justice-th.html


Headline examples

Indiana House passes ban on gay marriage The measure now goes to the Senate.

A constitutional amendment must be approved by two separately elected

legislatures and then by voters. It would be at least three years before the

constitution could be changed.(Indianapolis Star)

Op-ed: High-Capacity Ammo Clips for Guns Save Lives Why do honest

Americans—private citizens and police alike—choose magazines that hold more

than 10 rounds? Quite simply, they improve good people's odds in defensive

situations.(UNWP)

House OKs short-term extension of Patriot Act The House passes an extension of

Patriot Act surveillance measures, temporarily bypassing opposition from 'tea party‗

lawmakers and others who say they threaten privacy. (LAT)

http://www.indystar.com/article/20110216/NEWS05/102160323/Ind-House-OKs-gay-wed-ban?odyssey=tab|topnews|text|IndyStar.com
http://www.indystar.com/article/20110216/NEWS05/102160323/Ind-House-OKs-gay-wed-ban?odyssey=tab|topnews|text|IndyStar.com
http://www.usnews.com/opinion/articles/2011/02/14/high-capacity-ammo-clips-for-guns-save-lives
http://www.usnews.com/opinion/articles/2011/02/14/high-capacity-ammo-clips-for-guns-save-lives
http://www.usnews.com/opinion/articles/2011/02/14/high-capacity-ammo-clips-for-guns-save-lives
http://www.usnews.com/opinion/articles/2011/02/14/high-capacity-ammo-clips-for-guns-save-lives
http://www.usnews.com/opinion/articles/2011/02/14/high-capacity-ammo-clips-for-guns-save-lives
http://www.latimes.com/news/politics/la-pn-0214-patriot-act-20110215,0,1585488.story
http://www.latimes.com/news/politics/la-pn-0214-patriot-act-20110215,0,1585488.story
http://www.latimes.com/news/politics/la-pn-0214-patriot-act-20110215,0,1585488.story


Making sense of the news…

Some news gathering organizations have resources to help 

teachers use news in the classroom. Many of these resources are 

developed by education experts.

Resources include:

-Lesson plans

-Discussion questions

-News quizzes

-Student activities

-Suggested resources for student research

-Student discussion forums
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Lesson Plan Demonstration
Hayley Lotspeich, Wheaton North High School 

Mary Ellen Daneels, Community High School (West Chicago)

McCormick Foundation Civics Program
First Amendment Seminar Series
The Struggle Continues



McCormick Foundation Civics Program
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The Struggle Continues

Small Group Breakout



1. Select one of the three controversial issue lesson plans:

– What is an American? 

– Gay Rights: The Struggle Continues

– To Keep and Bear Arms

2. Identify one or two other resources from today‘s 
seminar, or previous seminars, as extension activities to 
the lesson plan that you have selected.

3. Discuss how you might plan this lesson around 
discussion.

4. Discuss potential challenges and how you can advocate 
for teaching with controversial issues in your school or 

classroom.

Small Group Lesson Planning



McCormick Foundation Civics Program
First Amendment Seminar Series

The Struggle Continues

Thank you & Evaluations


